Graph realization from a matrix is an important topic in network topology. This paper presents an algorithm for the realization of a linear tree based on the study of the properties of the number of the single-link loops that are incident to each tree branch in the fundamental loop matrix B f . The proposed method judges the pendent properties of the tree branches, determines their order one by one and then achieves the realization of the linear tree. The graph that corresponds to B f is eventually constructed by adding links to the obtained linear tree. The proposed method can be extended for the realization of a general tree.
Introduction
Graph realization from a matrix is an important topic in network topology. It has a broad application in electrical networks, switching networks, linear programming etc. The study of graph realization from a matrix is to judge whether a given matrix can be realized to be a graph. If yes, the method for realization needs to be found so that graph realization for a given matrix can be achieved. There are three aspects in graph realization from a matrix: a) the realizablity of the given matrix, b) the method for graph realization from a matrix, c) the unique correspondence between the realized graph and the given matrix. All the above issues have been under research by using algebra theory, graph theory, geometry structure etc [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . While the necessary and sufficient conditions for the realizability of a graph from a matrix are proposed by many researchers from different viewpoints, the judgment of the realizability and the realization of the graph, in practice, are carried out simultaneously rather than in sequence.
Quite a few researchers studied the realization of a linear tree [6, 7] . This paper presents an algorithm for the realization of a linear tree based on the study of the properties of the number of the single-link loops that are incident to each tree branch in the fundamental loop matrix B f . The proposed method judges the pendent properties of the tree branches, determines their order one by one and then achieves the realization of the linear tree.
Since a general tree possesses a linear sub-tree, a general tree can then be realized by adding other tree branches after the linear sub-tree is realized. The graph that corresponds to an arbitrary fundamental loop matrix B f is eventually constructed by adding links to the obtained linear tree. As is seen, the proposed method is simple, practical and efficient in realizing a general tree.
Pretreatment
For a graph that possesses n nodes and b branches, after a certain tree T is chosen, the fundamental loop matrix B f has a standard form [B 
branch of the linear tree T that corresponds to B t .
, there must exist a certain sU such that t s is a pendent branch of the linear tree T that corresponds to B t .
As is seen in Figure 3 , while b l
Thus, there must exist a certain sU={p, q} such that t p or t q is a pendent branch of the linear tree T. 
As is seen in Figure 3 , U ={p, q} and ={m, n, l}. 
and G L is the graph that corresponds to the links L's. If G 1 and G 2 are inseparable graphs, respectively, then G 1 and G 2 have a common cut-point.
As is seen in Figure 4( Figure 4 (b).
From the above facts, it is seen that when the conditions in Theorem 6 are satisfied, G 1 and G 2 are 2-isomorphic. Therefore, in the ordering of the branches of the linear tree, the branches of the linear sub-tree that corresponds to G 1 are first put into order separately, then those of the linear sub-tree that corresponds to G 2 . The ordering of the branches of the linear tree is now reduced to the ordering of the branches for each linear sub-tree. The solution of this problem is depending on the following Theorem 7, where it is assumed that the sub-trees do not form 2-isomorphism. 
As is seen in Figure 5 , U={p, q, r} and ={h, m, n, l}. Let k=h and s=pU. Since and , is a pendent branch of the linear tree T.
The Algorithm for the Construction of the Linear Tree
We propose the following algorithm for the construction of the linear tree T. The thread of thinking is that one of the two pendent branches of T, e.g., t p is found first. The other pendent tree branch t q is found by using t p as a base. Then t q is taken off, the other pendent tree branch t r is found by using t p as a base again. Keep on with this procedure until the order of all the branches of T is decided. ' is not filled by a column from B t yet, set p=s. Go to step (6) . Otherwise, judge the adjacency of t k , t s and t p according to Theorem 2. 5) If t k and t p are at the same side of t s , i.e., the order is t s , …, t k , …, t p , set p=s. Go to step (6) . On the other hand, if t k and t p are at the different sides of t s , i.e., the order is t k , …, t s , …, t p , use t k as a pendent tree branch to find the order of the tree branches corresponding to U d and put them into the columns of B t ', i.e., column f to column f' where f'=f+(number of elements in U d )-1. Set all the entries in the columns of M corresponding to U d to be . If the entries in M are all , stop. If not, set f = f+ (number of elements in U d ). Go back to step (2). 6) If the last column of B t ' is already filled by a column from B t , i.e., a pendent tree branch at one end is already decided, go to step (b). Otherwise a) Assume the pendent branch of T is t p . Put t p into the last column of B t '. Set i=p. Go to step (7) . b) Put column p of B t into column f of B t '. Set f=f+1. 7) If all the columns of B t have been put into B t ', the ordered columns of B t ' have already constitute a linear tree. Stop. Otherwise, set the entries in column p of M to be . Go back to step (2). 8) When there are only two entries in U d , choose arbitrarily sU d . t s is a pendent branch of T. Go to step (4) . Otherwise, according to Theorem 5 and Theorem 6, the linear sub-tree in graph G 1 that corresponds to U d *=U d can be put into order separately. Thus, take the columns B t (1) in B t that correspond to the elements in
(1) =M (1) . Repeat steps (2)-(8) for M (1) . If the number of elements in U d is not changed after one iteration, the order of the corresponding tree branches is arbitrary. Put the ordered columns of B t (1) into column f to column f' where f'=f+(number of elements in U d )-1. Set all the entries in the columns of M corresponding to U d to be . If the entries in M are all , stop. If not, set f=f+(number of elements in U d ). Go back to step (2).
An Example
Given a fundamental loop matrix B r = , 
M=B t
T B t = . 4  2  3  2  3   2  2  2  1  1   3  2  3  2  2   2  1  2  2  2   3  1  2  2  3   5   4   3   2   1   5  4  3  2  1 Also, establish a matrix B t ' which is of the same dimension as B t so that the columns of B t after ordering can be put into B t '. Let the column index for B t ' be f. Set f=1.
b) According to step (2), consider row 1 of M. As m 14 is the only entry in row 1 that takes the minimum value, t 4 is one pendent branch of T. Go to step (6) . c) According to step (6)(a), put column 4 of B t into the last column of B t ', i.e., k) According to step (7), set all the entries in column 2 of M to be , i.e., M = . n) According to step (7), set all the entries in column 1 of M to be , i.e., M = . q) According to step (4), as the last column of B t ' is already filled by a column from B t , judge the adjacency of t 1 , t 3 and t 4 . As m 13 >m 14 in m 1 , the order is t 1 , …, t 3 , …, t 4 . r) According to step (5), as t 1 and t 4 are at the different sides of t 3 , t 2 is used as the other pendent branch of T to find the order of the tree branches corresponding to U d . Put column 3 of B t into the fourth (f'=3+2-1=4) column of B t ', i.e., This paper presents an algorithm for the realization of a linear tree based on the judgment of the pendent properties of the tree branches and the determination of their order one by one. The graph that corresponds to B f is eventually constructed by adding links to the obtained linear tree. As an arbitrary tree contains a linear tree, the linear tree can then be realized first to realize a general tree. This will be discussed in another paper of ours. u) According to step (7), stop.
Conclusions
The main contribution of this paper lies in the proposition of a new approach to the realization of a linear tree. Experiments validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. This lays a foundation to the realization of a general tree and therefore a random graph from a given matrix.
